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Introductiou 
The Moore-Penrose inverses, of which the genetic roots lie in statistics, linear 
algebra and operator equations, can be introduced by the following. 
Let P be in GL(n, C). Then the equations PX = l,,, XP :=: 1, have a unique solu- 
tion P-’ which induces the following diagram 
G 
P 
PP-’ = 1 n c n a CQ P-‘P= 1, 
P-1 
E.H. Moore in 1920 generalized the notion of inverse to all matrices A of C”! ‘@. 
Let ptmx and pImA denote respectively the orthogonal projection on the subspaces 
Im X and Im A. Then Moore proved that the equations /4X = PI,, ,\, XA = Piui .! 
just have one solution. Thirty-five years later, R. Penrose proved that the equations 
AXA =A, XAX = X, (AX)+ = AX, (XA)+ = XA, in which + denotes ‘conjugate 
transpose’, just have one solution. clearly these two generalizations are equivalent. 
This unique solution is called the Moore-Penrose inverse,, MP-inverse, is denoted 
by At and induces the following diagram 
= hermitian idempotent = hermrrian idempotent 
The main calculus application of these MY-inverses is that if A-A = b denotes a 
system of linear equations which is inconsistent, then R. Penrose also proved that 
bA’ is the least square solution of minimal norm, i.e. the vector b.-l’ minimizes 
IlxA - bli2 = (xA - b)(xA -. L j’ and is of smallest (Euclidean) norm among all vectors 
that minimize this quantity. 
Recently, several ‘Noetherian generalizations’ are lconsidlered in the sense that the 
Penrose equations are considered for matrices over some Noetherian rings Ain 
involution. 
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The aim of this paper is to give some known results in this direction and to obtain 
a result in the case of a left and right principal ideal domain. 
If F is a commutative field with involution a -+ d, then an involution * is induced 
on the matrices A = (ail) of F’nxn by A*= ($)? Then M.H. Pearl, see [3], proved 
that the equations 
AXA = A, XAX = X, (AX)*= AX and (XAj*= XA 
have a (unique) solution iff 
rank A = rank AA* = rank A*A = rank A*. 
For m-by-n matrices over the ring of integers 2 the following can be stated: 
Proposition 3. Let A be an m-by-n matrix over Z with determinantal mnk r. Then 
the foil0 wing are equivaien t:
(0) At exists (in 2” lCrn). 
(1) A has one and only one non-zero minor of order r and the value of this minor 
is Al. 
(2) There exist permutation matrices PO and Pe such that 
A = PO Pe 
(3) There exists a permutation matrix P, such that 
with detiW= +l. 
A =P, (:I “o’> with AlAT+A2AF in GL(r,Z). 
(4) There exist invertible matrices U and V over Z such that [/UT is (r, m - r) 
diagonal, VT V is (r, n - r ) diagonal and 
UAV= 
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Proof. (1) and (2) are proved by D. Batigne, see [ 11, and are based on the fact that 
- ATA is unitarily diagonable in M,(C), 
- the coefficient of X”-’ in the characteristic polynomial of A’,4 is rt I and 
equals + C (r x f minor of A)2. 
(3) follows from the fact that the idempotents in M,(Z) are of the f’orm 
P; 
( > 
1 o Py 
0 0 
(4) follows from the result of Batigne, see also [B]. 
For matrices over the Noetherian rings C[x,, . . . ,xk] [x; a, 61 with a C-positive 
involution *, a characterization can be given, see [4], as follows: 
Proposition 2. Let P = C[.q, . . . , xk], a -+ a a C-positive definite involution on 
P[x;aJ] and if A i.q a non-zero m-by-n matrix over P’[x;a, S] with involua’ion 
A = (ag ) to A* = (aij)T. Then A has a MP-inverse iff 
A=U Al A2 ( 1 0 0 
with U a unitary matrix in M,,,(C) and A, A:+ A2Af in GL(r, P[x; a, 6 ] with 
r s min (m, n ) . Moreover, 
A+ = 
A;(AAA;+ A2A;)-l 0 
A,*(A,A:+A2A,*)-’ 0 1 u” * 
Remark. This characterization can be seen as a generalisation of the following fact: 
If A is an m-by-n matrix over C then, by the singular value decomposition theorem, 
there exist unitary matrices U, and U2 over C such that 
D 0 
A = U, 
[ 1 0 0 r/2 
with D an invertible diagonal matrix. If UZ is represented by 
then A = U1 [ Do”1 Do”‘]* 
with DY,#lY,,)’ + DY12(DY12)+ =DD’ an invertible matrix. 
A characterization of the matrices over left and right principal ideal domains 
having an MP-inverse can be obtained from the following categorical points of 
view. Let @ = U + V be a morphism in a category such that the full subcategory 
determined by U and V has an involution *, i.e. there exis’ts a unary ope 
the morphisms uch that @ = U+ V implies # *: V+ U and that (@*)*= 
I,Y*@*. Again the Penrose equations @X@ = qb, X@X = X, (@.X)* = @X and 
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make sense. If a morphism Q!J has a (unique) morphism et satisfying the four 
Penrose equations, then et is called the Moore-Penrose inverse with respect o * in 
the category. We therefore have the following diagram 
= symmetric idempotent = symmetric idempotent 
In [S] a characterization of such morphisms is given by 
Proposition 3. Let Q) be a morphism in a category. Then the following are equivalent: 
(I) @ has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to *:, 
(2) @* has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to Q. 
(3) There exist morphisms p, v : u -+ v such that p@*@ = @ = @@*u. 
(4) $I is +-cancellable and both @*@ and @@* are von Neumann regular. 
in this case, 
and 
GP*)+ = (@+I* 
@+ = @*(@@*I+ = (@*@)+@* 
= v*&J* = ~*(~~*)“‘~(~*~)(“~* 
(in which (@@*)“’ denotes a von Neumann regular inverse of @I@*). 
The following considerations have to motivate the then following additional con- 
dition on the category to obtain a stronger characterization. 
It is well known for matrices over C that the MP-inverse of the product of two 
matrices does not in general equal the product of the MP-inverses of these matrices. 
However, C.C. MacDuffee showed that if A =FG, the full rank factorization of an 
m-by-n matrix A, then 
A+ = G+F+ = G+(GG’+)-‘(F+F)-‘F+. 
If F is a field with involution a --) if and A is an m-by-n matrix over F with involution 
A = (aij) + A* = (aij)T, then there is always a full rank factorization A = FG but it 
may happen that rank GG * is smailer than rank G, i.e. GG * can be non-invertible. 
It was proven by M.H. Pearl that A exists iff rank A = rank AA*= rank AA = 
rank A*. Therefore, it follows easily that A + exists iff GG * and F*F are invertible. 
More general, if D is a commutative principal ideal domain with involution a + d 
and A an m-by-n matrix over D with involution A = (aij) --) A* = (iiii)*, then, since 
A can be diagonalized by invertible matrices P and Q to its Smith canonical form 
there is still a full (determinantal) rank factorization 
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A = FG with1 F = P and G = (l,,O)Q. 
However, it is easy to seie that in this case rank A*A=rank A = rank AA* is not 
sufficient for the existence of At. 
For noncommutative l ft and right PID’s the situation is even more complicated. 
Although we still have a factorization there is no determinantal rank. 
These considerations how that a well-defined factorization could be useful in the 
theory of Moore-Penrose inverses. A triple (&,Z, &) is said to be a factorization 
of the morphism @ : X + Y through an object Z provided @I : X-+ il: and & : Z - Y 
are morphisms and t$ = Ge &. A factorization (&, Z, #?) of @ : X --* Y through Z is 
said to be an (epic, manic) factorization of @ whcncver gbl is epic an @: is manic. 
An (epic, manic) factorization (&,Z, &) of # through Z is said to be essentially 
unique if whenever (@;, Z’, @;) is also an (epic, manic) factorization of @ through 
an object Z’, then there is an invertible morphism v : Z -+ ,Z’ such that cp, v = @; and 
I&=@,. 
Then the following is known, see [5]: 
Theorem. Let @:X + Y be a morphism of a category with inrllolu tion *. [#’ 
(&, Z, &) is an (epic, manic) factorization of @ through Z, then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) $I has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect o *. 
(2) (Ip *@,, Z, &) and (@, Z, &@ *) are, respectively, essential/v unilque (epic, . 
manic) factorizations of @*@ and @@* through Z. 
(3) (p,*#, and Q& are both invertible. 
In this case 
Let D be a left and right principal ideal domain with involutory automorphism 
a + 8. Then the finite matrices over D provide a category & with involution : the 
objects are the nonnegative integers 0, 1,2, . _. . the morphisms of Hom(jfl, n) are the 
m-by-n matrices over D, composition of morphisms is matrix multiplication, and 
the involution is given by A = (aij) 3 A*= (aijjT. It is well known, see [2], that 
m-by-n matrices over left and right principal ideal domains can be diagonalized b>g 
invertible matrices. So, if A is a morphism in &, then there exist invertible 
m.atrices P and Q such that 






P rl=Odrj epic and [;l 01 Qmonic. 
We therefore obtain the following 
reposition 4. Let A be an m-by-n matrix over a left and right PID with involution 
*. Then A has a MP-inverse iff 
with (P, Pz), ($, PrPl and Q,Qr invertible. 
In this case 
A+ = Q;<Q, Q:)-‘(P;“P$‘P:. 
If the PID is commutative, then A also has a MP-inverse iff rank A = rank AA*= 
rank A *A and the invariant factors of AA* and A *A are invertible. 
Proof. (1) This follows from the fact that A = Pdiagld,, . . . , dr, 0, . . . ,0) Q is 
van Neumann regular iff dl = l == d,= 1 and from the theorem just given. If in 
addition the PID is commutative, then (A,,r, AZ) is an essentially unique (epic, 
manic) factorization of A = AlAz through r iff A is of determinantal rank r and 
each of thr invariant factors of A is invertible in the PID, see [S]. 
(2) A direct proof of the proposition can also be given as follows. Since A must 
be von Neumann regular there exist invertible matrices P = (PI P2) and Q = ($ 
such that 
So, At must be of the form 
with X, Y,Z arbitrary and 
(9*92)(~~)=(~:)(9~92)=ln~ 
( > p1 (PI P2) = (PI P2) p1 = 1,. P2 ( > P2 
Since 
AAt = (P1 P2) (; ;)(;;) =P1(P,+XP2) 
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must be symmetric, 
P,(p, +Xp2) = (PI -fXP2)W 
or, after right multiplying with Pi and taking the *, 
p;” = PfP,(P, +XP21* 
From plPl = 1, it follows that P, = P1 P;“p;“. So, PI must have a WlP-inverse. 
Since 
must be symmetric, 
(41 + q2Y)Ql = Q;"h + qJ)* 
or, after multiplying with Qi, 
Q, = Q, Q&1 + MY* 
From Qlql = 1, it follows that Qir = Q;“Q,ql. So, QI must have a MP-inverse. 
From (P, P2) invertible and P, MP-invertible it follows that P;‘P, is imertible. 
Indeed, (PI P2) (s:) = 1, implies 
(34 P2)(;;)(P;P;) = I,, 
PFp;c = 1, and P;“P, VP;” = 1, for some V. 
From (gt) invertible and Qr MP-invertible it follows analogously that (?i Q;* is 
invertible. 
It can be easily checked that Q:(QIQ~)-‘<P:P,)-‘P: satisfies the four ,)enrose 
equations. 
Example. Let K be a:n (n - 1)-by-l matrix over a left and right principal ideal 
domain. If 
Indeed, 
from which follows that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
At are given by 
(I,_, K) l;;l = l,_,+KK* 
( > 
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are invertible 
A+ = l;;I (l,_, +KK*)-Il._, (0 l,,__l) 
( > 
( 0 (l,_, +KK*)-’ = 0 K*(l,_* +KK*)-’ > ’ 
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